Introduction
For many years, signal conversion has constituted a domain of knowledge application of which encompasses broadly understood problems of radiolocation, telecommunication, medicine, electronics and physics. Application of classic methods of signal conversion as well as modern technologies leads to the increase of speed of conversion systems, however, the quality of conversion remains unchanged. Apart from realizations of numerous algorithms of signal conversion known so far, there is a possibility of using artificial neural networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Attractiveness of such a solution consists in application of parallel and scattered data processing, approximation of non-linear functions, and most importantly, analyzing and classifying incomplete and disturbed data. Neural networks find applications in many domains of science and technology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] such as prediction, classification and recognition of objects, associating data, data analysis, filtration and compression of signals, optimization, controlling industrial processes and picture processing.
The fundamental objective of the present paper is the analysis of possibilities of application of multi-layer neural network in radiolocation and using it for detecting objects comprised in radar echo signal on the background of the receiver's own noise as well as for the improvement of the quality of radiolocation signal processing.
Neural network in the present paper shall be modeled in a programmed method. The main task will be to draw up a model of neural extractor the parameters of which will be similar or better in relation to the classic extractor (superficial and superficial-amplitude) to which it shall be compared. For network training, the algorithm of back propagation shall be used.
Neural network as radiolocation signal extractor
The way of joining artificial neurons constitutes network architecture. Because of functioning method, neural networks can be divided [6] into linear and non-linear. Typical network representatives with and without feedback are networks with Back Propagation -BP, CP networks (Counter Propagation), resonance networks (Adaptive Resonance Theory -ART), Hopfield networks, associative memory networks (Hinton and Bidirectional Associative Memory -BAM networks).
Basic properties of networks are the following: noise and damage immunity, flexibility and adaptability to environment changes.
Due to their construction consisting of a huge number of working in a parallel manner and commonly processing data neurons, neural networks realize "mass processing" of data. This characteristic feature determines unique properties of neural networks. Single neurons are used for constructing network by joining them together according to some characteristic rules for a chosen architecture. Most frequently these are structures composed of a certain number of layers of neurons. Arrangement in layers very well facilitates mathematical modeling of the whole structure. While learning, from the available set of initial connections the network itself chooses such connections that are needed for realization of the basic task rejecting the others. It generalizes the knowledge gathered in the process of learning, it is able to analyze new cases somehow different from the training set, it is also able to generalize information into cases which have never been presented to it.
Neuron model
Neurons can be treated as elementary processors. Each neuron receives a certain number of input signals and responds with a single output signal. With each input, a parameter is connected, which is called weight, expressing the degree of significance of the information delivered, which corrects the power of connection with another neuron.
Artificial neuron can be considered as a signal converter operating according to the following rule [8] :
Input signal [9] by means of a determined input is first weighed by proper weight coefficients { } 1 2 , , m w w w = w K . It takes part in further calculations already in a modified version. After the weighing operation in the summation block, algebraic summation of signals weighed takes place, the result of which is the creation of a certain auxiliary internal signal called total neuron stimulation (net value).
To the sum created in such a way, additional factor is added, which is independent of input signals -threshold. This sum is treated as an output signal of a neuron ϕ treated as diaphragmatic potential: Weighed input signals are then summed. On this basis, neuron's activity is determined (Fig. 1) . In some networks, non-linear relation is additionally calculated, which is called transfer function. Signal ϕ undergoes processing in activation block, which, depending on the needs, can be described by means of different functions ( Fig. 2) :
where: k -constant coefficient;
where: -given constant threshold value;
where: β -given parameter; tangensoidal function
where: α -given parameter. Networks constructed with the use of neurons described [1] by the above relations are called linear networks also known as Madaline, and the neurons creating them are respectively called Adaline. A typical example of network composed of the abovementioned elements is a multi-layer perceptron presented in (Fig. 3) . It is created by neurons arranged in layers of one-way data flow [9] 
where:
indicates output signals vector; 1 2 , , , , which may encompass normalization or scaling of a signal. Fundamental neuron processing of input image u takes place in hidden layers and in the output layer. These layers are built from processing elements constituted by artificial neuron models. Connections between particular layers are designed in such a way that each element of the previous layer is connected with each element of the subsequent one. Respective weight coefficients 1 2 3 , , , ,
ascribed to these connections. At the network output, output image is generated . 1 2 , , ,
From the functional point of view, multi-layer perceptron can be treated as a system for non-linear function approximation of many variables
trary non-linear function can be approximated with adequate accuracy with the use of non-linear network comprising hidden layers, with the assumption that the number of elements in each layer of neuron processing is adequately big. Networks of such a structure are called three-layer networks.
Network with feedforward type feedback
Network with forward feedback (feedforward) can be considered as extension of a simple perceptron to a multi-layer structure, for the description of which a layered model will be convenient [9] . It is assumed that in this model, neurons are grouped into layers organized in such a way that the main connections and signal flows connected with them take place between elements of neighboring layers without connections between neurons within the same layer.
Among layers of neurons building neural network, input layer can be distinguished which receives data from the outside of network -through this way tasks designed for solution are introduced. The number of elements of this layer is determined by the amount of input data.
The output layer calculates network's response. The number of its elements corresponds with the necessary amount of parameters which we want to obtain. As a result of processing depending on the neuron characteristics used, the response is included within the range of (0,1) or (-1,1). Solution is always given with certain approximation dependent on the length and manner of learning. Error is usually of a few percent. The best results are obtained when the network is trained to assign input image to a certain category.
Each network of feedforward type must have at least two abovementioned layers: input and output. Networks which solve complicated tasks usually have additional layers at their disposal called hidden layers. They create an additional structure processing information the elements of which play the role of intermediaries having direct access to input data. On the basis of their calculations, further layers make certain decisions.
Neurons of hidden layers enrich the network with the ability to separate concave sets [6] the boundaries of which overlap and representations of which the network creates within its own structure. This ability is not accessible for network without hidden layers, which can only separate convex sets. This property gives much wider possibilities of classification of difficult cases. The purpose of a hid-den layer might be extraction of features allowing certain recognition of a case learned.
Activity of neural network can be divided into a learning stage in which the network gathers necessary information, and a stage of normal activityexamination -when the knowledge of the network learned is tested.
Necessary changes of values of weight coefficients in certain neurons are calculated on the basis of special rules. The most popular of these rules is delta rule. Each neuron having received a certain signal on its inputs, calculates the response which is compared to a model response given by the teacher in a model training set. The neuron determines the difference between its output signal and the value considered by the teacher as the right one. This difference is marked with "delta" symbol. This error is used by the neuron for correction of weights and threshold according to the following rules: the changes of weights are the stronger, the bigger the error is detected; weights connected with the inputs on which high values of input signals occurred, are changed more than weights on which the input signal was small. In practice there are further elements to be considered. The first is proportion coefficient known as learning rate, which is responsible for the speed of weight changes. The process is repeated until response error is small enough to consider the network as learned.
The way of increasing the speed of learning without disturbing stability, is application of an additional factor to the learning algorithm, namely the so called momentum [3] . If network is stuck in local minimum, momentum increases learning rate, and when the learning process goes properly, the value of learning constant slowly diminishes to increase stability not to bring the network into undesirable oscillations.
Another problem in constructing learning algorithm of neural network is the question of initial values of weight coefficients. Network in which all initial weights have the same value, in the learning process can quickly become stuck in the so called local minima [7] . An effective method of initial weight determination preventing this phenomenon is their random choice.
A separate problem of training neural networks is training neural hidden layers [9] . For these neurons it is impossible to indicate directly the values of errors because the arbiter gives the expected value only for the output layer. The method of back propagation consists in calculation of the assumed error values for hidden layers on the basis of backward projecting of errors of the output layer. Neuron error of a hidden layer is calculated taking into account errors of all these neurons of the layer being closer to the output, to which it is connected and they are summed taking into consideration the weights between the neuron considered and the neurons whose errors are summed. Proceeding in such a way and advancing from the output towards the input, the assumed errors of all neurons can be indicated and the necessary corrections can be determined.
Due to application of this specific way of propagation of error and hidden layers' features, back propagation algorithm has become one of the most effective algorithms of network training. It is an algorithm based on minimization of sum square of learning errors with the use of the method of steepest descent [9] . At the presentation of µ-th pattern at the network input, for j-th output element, error δ can be defined as the difference between the expected and obtained output value:
, , As network error measurement ξ we assume:
where: P -indicates the size of pattern set.
The problem of training comes down to minimization of error function . The simplest minimization of error function method is gradient method of the steepest descent. This iterative method searches for the next better point in the opposite direction to the objective function gradient in a given point. Applying the above 
where η -indicates proportionality coefficient.
In the case of linear processing neurons it can be written down in the following form:
hence we obtain:
Finally, the complete rule of connections weight determination can be written down in the following way:
where the upper index s indicates the "old" value of weight coefficient ji w .
Consistent realization of the steepest descent method requires changes of weights w ji only after presenting the network the full pattern set 1,2,..., . P µ = In practice, however, changes of weights are performed after each presentation of a single pattern according to the relation: 
which allows significant simplification of practical algorithm realization. The rule of change of weight coefficients value w ji determined by relation (16) is called delta rule.
Modeling of neural network for detecting and estimating object coordinates

Training and simulation diagram of neural extractor model
For simulation of radiolocation signal, a model of radiolocation signal has been used which is obtained at the output of envelope detector of two-coordinate impulse radiolocation station taking into account discretization in time. Furthermore, this model takes into consideration impulse sounding, radiation characteristics of rotating aerial, fluctuation of echoing area of an objective, and Doppler shift of carrier frequency [10] .
A general diagram of the training stage and neural extractor model simulation is presented in (Fig. 4 and 5) . In both cases, a series of radiolocation fields is generated in the form of space segment, which is used by neural extractor While training, controller-teacher (Fig. 4 ) reads out and gives the radiolocation signal to the network input. The object's presence markers for the detector and the positions for the azimuth estimator are given to the network output as ordered response. Network is trained with the use of back propagation algorithm. After the concluded learning session, the state of network is saved in the folder. During the next sessions, the network can continue learning or start it from the beginning.
Examination stage of neural extractor (Fig. 5) begins with network weights readout followed by randomly given generated fields of radiolocation signals. Network responses are examined by the simulation researches controller, which calculates respective statistics: probability of single object detection, azimuth variance, azimuth load.
Radiolocation signal generator (for network training) can generate radiolocation signal fields of two kinds (Fig. 6 ): a) field generation with a randomly chosen object presence on the background of noise or with just the noise, object's presence marker and its coordinates; b) field generation including noise or a signal of a single object on the background of noise. The effect of functioning of radiolocation signal generator has been presented in Fig. 7 . 
Neural extractor model
On the basis of theoretical analysis of neural networks' architectures used for recognition and classification, neural extractor model has been drawn up for detecting and estimating radiolocation signal echo illustrated in Fig. 8 . Network which creates extractor structure is a one-way four-layer network trained by means of back propagation method with the use of momentum. It is constructed of 561 neurons respectively: input layer -484, the first hidden layer -50, the second hidden layer -25, output layer -2. Optimization of the number of neurons in particular layers consisted in diminishing the original number of neurons (484 in all layers apart from the last one) to the minimum number at which network learning progress was still satisfactory. Awkwardness of network training in this case resulted from inadequate methodology of learning. Neural network trained in this case by means of non-fluctuating radiolocation signal realization in which during subsequent presentations only the signal amplitude changed -during the examination, did not detect an object or detected an object even where it was not present [11] . Only after presenting fluctuating radiolocation signal, the network started a proper learning process. When an object fluctuated on the background of noise, the only feature that could be considered as constant was its presence and a characteristic three-leaf shape of radiolocation object echo.
Azimuth estimator (Fig. 9 ) the same as radiolocation signal detector (Fig. 8 ) was trained by means of back propagation method with momentum. This network also consists of 4 layers of the number of neurons respectively 484, 484, 484, 1. Estimator was trained in such a way that the value of signal at the output was proportional to the value of object azimuth only in the case when in the presented sample of radiolocation field, neural detector (Fig. 8) detected the presence of an object (Fig. 10) .
The speed and quality of learning (higher probability of object detection and lower of false alarm) can be increased due to a careful choice of radiolocation signals. With a low value of signal/noise relation -lower than eight, fluctuating object disappeared in some samples, in which case it was not saved in the learning folder because the network would be misled (realization in which an object disappeared, would have a marker informing of the presence of an object). The experiment revealed that network trained in such a way made much slower progress (was deceived by the teacher). When choosing presentations of training signals, the following rules had to be obeyed:
• to choose presentations in such a way not to mislead the network, • training material should always have a set of chosen features which we want to teach the network; the network detects these features and thanks to them distinguishes the real object from the false one, • minimize the presence of undesirable factors which can constantly occur during learning process; the network can learn to associate the object's presence with these parasite features and conduct erroneous detection.
Detector and estimator were trained beginning with the easiest cases, that is S/N ratio was very high, which means that an object clearly discerned itself from noise. While training, S/N ratio was gradually decreased until the object disappeared completely in the noise. Training and examining of neural estimator was conditioned by previous detection of the object's presence by a detector. Figure 11 illustrates a sample minimization process of network response error during subsequent presentations. The algorithm automatically chooses a learning coefficient lr adapting it to network behavior causing increasingly faster minimization of network error. At the beginning, learning coefficient because of too small a value does not cause too big error descent. After several dozen presentations it adapts its value and learning accelerates. Network response error oscillations are a reaction to changing and increasingly difficult cases of the presented training sequence. The abovementioned set of presentations is a fragment of a longer successful learning process. With the help of this algorithm, the network achieved response error of the value of fig. 12 . With the increase of the number of presentations of a training set, the quality of detection improves. This improvement is not linear in the length of learning function because with the in-crease of learning quality, the network learns slower and slower. This is due to the fact that with the progress of minimization of network response error, the number of shallow local minima increases, which slows down learning process. With the decrease of error, innovations of weights are smaller and smaller, which results from the property of back propagation algorithm. 
Research results of network learning process
Comparative studies of detection and estimation quality of neural and classic extractors
The proposed structure of neural extractor has proved to be a successful solution. It follows from figure 13 that the quality of detection characteristics of neural detector is higher than that of superficial extractor as well as from superficialamplitude extractor within the range of relation of the reflected signal to the noise S/N < 1 and S/N > 6. For the relation signal/noise S/N = 0 there are no false alarms. This feature is worth emphasizing because for superficial and superficialamplitude extractors, this result is unattainable. Neural detector was trained in such a way that with the small relation of signal/noise < 1 there would be no detections, whereas when S/N exceeded this limit, detection probability was to in-crease suddenly to the maximum value. When S/N = 1, detection probability begins to increase suddenly to reach its maximum value with S/N = 6. Probability of object detection with the relation S/N > 6 is higher than in the case of the two other extractors. This extractor has a lower probability of false alarm when S/N relation equals zero. fig. 14 and fig. 15 ) are worse than those of the conventional extractors compared. Only at the outer parts of characteristics is standard azimuth deviation smaller ( fig. 15 ). This reflects more precise learning by the network of object position estimation at the sides of the window in contrast with the middle part. The proposed extended model of neural network is the most adapted structure among the considered architectures to the given task -parameter estimation. The network, however, is troublesome in training. The results presented are of pictorial character and their purpose is to illustrate the possibilities of implementation of neural networks to construction of extractors analyzing radiolocation signal operating on the segment of radiolocation field in a moveable window. 
Summary
The objective of the present paper has been to design and conduct simulation researches of a programmable neural extractor model which will detect object presence and estimate its parameters.
For radiolocation signal simulation, a model of radiolocation signal has been used which is obtained at the output of envelope detector of two-coordinate impulse radiolocation station taking into account discretization in time. Furthermore, this model takes into consideration impulse sounding, radiation characteristics of rotating aerial, fluctuation of echoing area of an objective, and Doppler shift of carrier frequency.
For comparative studies, the most efficient models of the known extractors have been used, namely superficial and superficial-amplitude.
According to the evidence gathered in the course of the present research work, the three-layer neural network trained by means of back propagation method with tangensoidal activation function with a moveable threshold has proved to be the best structure for fulfilling tasks given to the neural extractor.
The properties of neural extractor designed and tested are satisfactory. The characteristics of this extractor are comparable to those of the best conventional extractors. However, the characteristics created as a result of training should be treated as exemplary because network can be trained with an arbitrary precision of detection and estimation characteristics devoting adequate amount of time (in other words, the same network structure can work even better). This type of network can be modified in any way, its function range can be extended and by means of additional training its properties can be improved. Properly extended network architecture can analyze additional parameters depending on the necessity and on the adopted radiolocation signal model. Radiolocation signal taking into account, apart from the azimuth and distance, additional parameter -elevations, can serve as an example.
The properties of the type of neural extractor drawn up in the present paper, prognosticate hopes for applications in radiolocation stations with a round search of space, and the analysis of re-radiated space sector.
